
FUN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY WRITING ACTIVITIES

Handwriting has many components to it, including fine motor skills, and visual perceptual skills. Activities that work on
Handwriting. OT Flower Coloring Page.

Handwriting challenges come in so many different forms! Sometimes they may scribble "uncontrollably" to
give themselves proprioceptive feedback, much to the frustration of their teacher! It will focus on the tools that
make improving handwriting fun. Children need to be able to copy basic shapes â€” such as diagonal lines,
circles, squares, triangles and intersecting lines before learning to form their letters correctly. Play bean bag
games, ball tossing games, and bat and ball games as much as possible. Ask your child to try writing the letter
in the air with eyes closed. Combining Handwriting and Play Handwriting is an important functional skill for
any child. Get the free handwriting printable pack and email series here: If you are looking for easy ways to
work on handwriting skills , try our 3 day series. Back to Top Orthographic Coding Orthographic coding skills
enable a child to remember what a word or letter looks like, and then to write it down as needed. Make it fun
and interesting, but don't force young kids to write if they are not interested. Spatial Perception Activity How
You Can Help: Spatial perceptual games such as Tangoes and construction games where your child needs to
follow instructions, can help a child develop good spatial perception. Everyone is always tempted to pull out
their phone during a few minutes of downtime, but it can be fun to combine handwriting and play. Older kids
may benefit from a letter chart on their desk, along with arrows indicating starting point and initial direction.
Remembering how to form a letter! Hand Strength This is how strong those muscles of the hand are, and how
well they can maintain their holding position and movements. Or you need to write down an important note to
remember later. Hide some toy animals in a cloth bag and have your child identify the animal by feel. Here are
a list of handwriting grips and what they look like. Letter Formation Activities in Handwriting Use these
creative movement and hands-on learning activities to work on letter formation, writing on lines, and spacing
between words and letters. Kids can work on handwriting skills in a fun way. These give the hands tons of
sensory feedback while writing and may satisfy those little hands which are craving sensation while engaging
in handwriting. PFOT carry a range of great visual and spatial perception games. It may help your child to
hold a beanbag in the right hand during those games, to help the brain to register that the right side is different
to the left in a sensory way. Throughout the school day, children are expected to use handwriting to
communicate their thoughts, express their ideas, and answer questions. Wrist stability and extension It is
easiest to use your finger movements when your wrist is slightly extended, and when your hand is stabilized
and resting on the table. Fine Motor Skills When fine motor skills are poor, handwriting is often affected. The
education field is trendy, and right now handwriting is not a popular topic. Use creative strategies to build the
visual perceptual skills and visual motor integration abilities to help with handwriting struggles. Work on
visual perceptual skills and fine motor skills to strengthen those foundations. The email series is a true
resource for anyone who works with kids on handwriting.


